
`  SS Lesson Plan Name: Shanell Williams Unit/Topic: Unit 3.1 Exploring Places Week of: Oct25-29, 2021
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Objective(s): TSW Describe the location
of self and objects relative
to other locations in the
classroom and school
using spatial terms, locate
places using the four
cardinal directions.
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Learning Activity: Discuss the meaning
of near and far with
students. Have a class
discussion with
students on the
relative location of
their house to the
school
Humpy Dumpty
Relative Location
class activity

Read ‘On the Map”pg
121-126
Make sure to point
out the compass and
discuss North, East
South and West

Read “On the Map”
again. Use relative
location words for
the story and the
cardinal directions

DG-Cardinal activity
Test

Key Vocabulary: Relative Location,
Maps, Globes,Place
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Guided/Independent
Practice:

Demonstrating the

understanding of relative

location as well as

cardinal directions

through the use of

activities and worksheets
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Lesson Closure: Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket:

What is the relative
location of your house
from the school? Near or
far?
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Key Questions During Lesson:

How are cardinal directions used to locate places on a map or globe?

What is the definition of relative location?

Why would we use relative location instead of cardinal direction


